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The paper shows a novel method for fabrication of a diffraction
grating on the surface of synthetic diamond by implantation with silver
ions through a mask. It was found for the first time that, in the process
of ion implantation, silver nanoparticle formation and ion etching of
the diamond surface are realized in the non-masked areas of diamond in
near-surface region. These structural transformations of the diamond
surface were controlled by optical, confocal, electron, and atomic force
microscopy. Raman spectroscopy was also used to identify the absence
of graphite formation during ion implantation of diamond. The oper-
ating efficiency of a diamond optical diffraction element was demon-
strated when it was probed by radiation with a semiconductor laser at a
wavelength of 527 nm.

In practice modern integrated optics requires to apply new specific
materials, as well as the development of special technologies for the
manufacture of working components and devices. One of direction of
integrated optics is based on the use of optical components created from
diamond that is called diamond integrated optics [1]. The use of dia-
mond as optical materials is effective due to its unique radiation dur-
ability and high thermal conductivity. Diamond optical elements,
вуь♯тыекфе♯тп a wide transparency from 0.2 to more than 20 μm,
could work with sharp temperature drops and in aggressive chemical
environments. Currently, diamond elements are applied to make var-
ious diffractive optical elements (DOEs): gratings, kinoforms, focusa-
tors, proofreaders, etc. [2,3]. Diamond DOEs could convert optical ra-
diation from a high-power CO2 laser with a power density of up to
20 kW/cm2 [4], to create Bragg superlattice for obtaining individual
photoluminescence of diamond color centers [5], as well as in X-ray
optics for control of radiation fluxes, for example, using diamond Bragg
mirrors (reflecting diffraction gratings) with a reflection coefficient of
100% [6,7] and so on.

For the fabrication of periodic DOEs on the surface of different
optical materials, various technological methods are used, such as
electron lithography [8], deposition of colloidal microspheres [9], two-
photon polymerization by femtosecond laser pulses [10], etc. Special
interest for the manufacture of DOE is a technology based on ion im-
plantation through a surface mask. Recently, this approach was suc-
cessfully implemented to create DOE by implantation with various ions
through masks on such optically transparent materials as silica [11,12]
and polymethylmethacrylate [13]. Moreover, the implanted regions of
periodic elements were contained ion-synthesized plasmonic silver or
copper nanoparticles. Collective excitation of conduction electrons in
these nanoparticles (surface plasmon resonance - SPR) under the ex-
citation of an electromagnetic light wave and the resulting resonant
amplification of the local field significantly modify the dielectric con-
stants of effective media at specific light frequencies, which leads to an
increased phase contrast in the DOEs [14].

To obtain periodic DOEs on diamond substrates, such technological
methods as exposure by powerful pulses from an excimer laser [3],
plasma etching in a transport gas stream [2], etc. are applied. It was
also suggested to creating diamond DOEs [15] by high-dose implanta-
tion of single-crystal diamond plates with boron ions through surface
masks.

The aim of this study was to develop the proposed method for
fabrication of DOEs with plasmonic nanoparticles on a diamond sub-
strate by ion implantation through masks using silver ions. The silver
nanoparticles synthesized in the DOE structure could allow using their
plasmon properties to control the choice of optical constants in the DOE
structure, similarly to how it was previously realized on silicate glasses
and polymers [11–13]. It should be noted that attempts to implant
diamond with ions of noble metals (gold and silver) were made earlier
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[16–18], but the creation of DOEs in the mentioned experiments was
not implemented.

To form diamond DOE, the polished surface of an artificial optically
transparent colorless diamond was implanted by silver ions with an
energy of E=30 keV, an a dose of D=1.3⋅1018 ion/cm2 and a current
ion density of J=20 μA/cm2 with the ILU-3 accelerator at room tem-
perature of the substrate. The vacuum level in an ion accelerate
chamber during ion implantation was 10−5 Torr. Nickel mesh with a
size of square cells of 40 μm as a surface mask was used. The local
morphology and surface structure of the implanted diamond were ex-
amined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with Merlin SEM mi-
croscope (Carl Zeiss) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) in a semi-
contact mode using Dimension FastScan AFM microscope (Brucker).
The optical characterization of the DOE was carried out with optical
polarization microscope Polar-1 (Micromed) in the reflection mode and
with an confocal microscope LSM 780 (Carl Zeiss), as well as with the
measurement of Raman spectra. The analysis of optical diffraction
patterns from the DOE was demonstrated when it was probed with a
semiconductor laser at a wavelength of 527 nm.

Modeling of the concentration depth profiles of the implanted silver
distribution for accelerating energy of 30 keV into diamond using the
SRIM-2013 algorithm showed that silver atoms accumulate in the sur-
face layer of diamond ∼25 nm thick without penetrating into the depth
of the sample.

Fig. 1 shows the images of a grating fabricated on the surface of a
diamond by implantation with silver ions through a surface mask, ob-
served in optical (Fig. 1a) and by SEM (Fig. 1b) microscopes. As seen
from the images, the microstructure consists of periodic dark square
cells belonging to implanted areas of the sample surface separated by
walls (bright region) of non-implanted diamond. The size of the im-
planted areas of 40× 40 μm corresponds to the size of the cells used
mask. The images also show that the implanted cells in the diamond
structure are below the surface level of the virgin material, indicating
the sputtering of the diamond with silver ions. The observed triangular
surface structures were existed in the diamond before implantation
which are defects (as etching pits) formed during the synthesis of dia-
mond and the cutting of the bulk sample to thin substrates.

SEM images with various scales of the diamond surface in the area
of a single grating cell implanted with silver ions are shown in Fig. 2a
and b. It could be seen in the structure of the smooth surface of a im-
planted diamond bright spherical spots. These spots correspond to
silver nanoparticles similar to nanoparticle observation in the work
[18]. The formation of metal nanoparticles at a given D value is ex-
plained by the accumulation of silver atoms in amounts exceeding a
solubility limit in implanted matrix layer> 1016 cm−3 similar as it
were experimentally observed for metal-ion implantation of silica or
oxide semiconductors [19,20].

Fig. 3a shows an AFM-image of a surface fragment of an implanted
diamond grating cell near the unirradiated areas (between the wall)

which were closed during implantation by a mask. This AFM image also
confirms that after silver ion implantation the unmasked areas of the
sample were subjected to ion sputtering, and as a result of which
gratings structure (square periodic holes) were formed. In Fig. 3b an
AFM image is shown with higher magnifications in the region of the
gratings cell, in which the synthesized silver nanoparticles are present,
as it was also observed in SEM images (Fig. 2) or by AFM analysis in the
work [18].

The formation of a grating on the surface of a diamond during silver
ions implantation through a surface mask is confirmed by observing the
sample in an optical confocal microscope (Fig. 4). As a probe signal, a
semiconductor laser at a wavelength of 488 nm was used, and the op-
tical image of the sample was recorded in the spectral region
508–526 nm through cut-off filters. The impact of the study at a wa-
velength of 488 nm leads to the excitation of luminescence of diamond
light in the visible green spectrum. Fig. 4 shows an optical 3D-image
obtained as a result of laser irradiation of a diamond for the surface
areas covered during the implantation by the mask. The areas of im-
planted diamond (square cells) practically do not luminesce and
therefore demonstrate dark color in the figure.

Raman spectra upon excitation with an argon laser at a wavelength
of 514 nm does not indicate the formation of any graphitized regions in
diamond, as was observed, for example, during diamond implantation
under similar conditions with boron ion [15]. The explanation for such
observation could be given by the effect of intense sputtering of a
diamond surface with by heavy silver ions, in which all graphitized
fragments of diamonds are removed almost immediately after ion im-
plantation was started. In this case, the surface depth profile is formed,
but the graphitized elements of the sample are not preserved in grating
structure.

The implantation of diamond with silver ions leads to a change in
the phase composition in general due to the formation of silver nano-
particles. The ion implantation of diamond through the surface mask
fabricate a microstructure with a periodically variable distribution of
the optical constants of the composite material, i.e. between the walls of
the diamond grating and cells filled by silver nanoparticle. Therefore, a
periodic microstructure formed on diamond with areas containing
metal nanoparticles could be used in practice as a two-dimensional
photonic crystal or DOEs.

As an illustration in Fig. 5, it shows a diffraction image recorded
when a diamond grating is probed by a semiconductor green laser at the
wavelength of 527 nm. Obviously, by manipulating the parameters and
conditions of ion implantation, it is possible to thereby change the ef-
fective refractive index of individual areas in the diamond DOEs, i.e.
manage optical and diffraction characteristics.

Thus, in the present work, low-energy high-dose implantation of
diamond with silver ions through a surface mask was implemented for
the first time and a new method for obtaining DOE was suggested. As a
result, a diffraction grating microstructure was obtained on the surface

Fig. 1. Images of diamond implanted through a mask with silver ions, observed in optical (a) and electron (b) microscopes.
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Fig. 2. SEM images of a diamond surface implanted with silver ions in a region of periodic formed cell.

Fig. 3. An AFM image of the surface of a diamond diffraction grating fragment: (a) in the areas of the non-irradiated diamond septum (the bright part of the pattern)
and implanted cells (the dark parts of the picture), as well as the grating regions with silver nanoparticles.

Fig. 4. 3D-image of a diamond grating fragment observed in an optical confocal microscope.
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of the diamond, the phase contrast is provided by periodic areas of
diamond with plasmonic silver nanoparticles. The main practical ap-
plication of the proposed method of forming DOE is the development of
promising technology and the creation of new effective elements of
diamond optics.
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Fig. 5. Image of a diffraction scatter pattern on the screen, obtained from a diamond surface lattice when probing with a green laser in transmission geometry. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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